Spreader Settings
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Use the ‘overlap’ or ‘double pass’ method where indicated. This means applying the required
amount in two half doses rather than all in one go. This gives a more even coverage and is
more forgiving of missed or uneven spreading. The setting numbers below are for the
indicated double or single pass spreading and do not need halving or doubling.
The following are settings to apply the quantity stated with a moderate walking speed of
about 2.5 to 3mph. They are a guide only and will need adjustment as your walking speed,
spread width and spreader condition will vary from those used. Therefore, we suggest using
the lowest setting indicated when using your spreader for the first time with Lawnsmith
Fertiliser. Adjust settings the next time you fertilise.
For spreading procedure watch the videos and animation in the video section at
www.lawnsmith.co.uk. If you have a spreader other than that listed watch the spreader
calibration video.
For Rotary or Broadcast Spreaders:
If your spread width is wider by more than 0.5m than that stated, slow down just a bit.
If your spread width is narrower by more than 0.5m than that stated, speed up just a bit.

Scotts EasyGreen Rotary Spreader
Warning
The screw connector that connects the cable from the handle to the base can come loose.
Ensure this is tight before proceeding.
Always shut off the hopper BEFORE stopping the spreader.
We were not able to find low enough numbers on the dial for some products so you will have
to test lower settings yourself.

Scotts EvenGreen & EverGreen Drop Spreaders
Warning
Due to the thin fairly smooth wheels this spreader can lose traction with a light load of
granular product. You may need to apply some downward pressure on the handle to keep the
drive wheel turning.
These spreaders, as with many budget drop spreaders, do not have the refined calibration to
enable OVERLAP spreading with our professional turf fertilisers. In addition, we were not able
to find low enough numbers on the dial for some products so you will have to test lower
settings yourself.
On the EvenGreen: the screw connector that connects the cable from the handle to the base
can come loose. Ensure this is tight before proceeding.
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Earthway 2750 Shoulder Spreader example setting:

Above: Setting 4 in the closed position.
Below: Setting 4 Open - Hopper lever pulled back and held behind the setting bar so that the
hopper is now open in the spreading position.

Watch the video on the ‘Shoulder Spreader’ product page for operating procedure

Earthway 2600A+ Rotary Spreader & 7300 Drop Spreader
Read the setting as being the point where the shutter lever stops against the adjustable
stopper.
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Set your spreader to the red number based on the grams, product and setting letter (A-J)
The setting numbers are for the indicated double or single pass spreading and do not need
halving or doubling.
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Set your spreader to the red number based on the grams, product and setting letter (A-J)
The setting numbers are for the indicated double or single pass spreading and do not need
halving or doubling.

EVENGREEN

EVERGREEN
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